
 

 
THE AVP BROUGHT POWER HITS AND RELENTLESS RALLIES ON DAY 1 OF 

THE WILSON SPORTING GOODS CUP 
 

Wilson Sporting Goods Cup Kicked-off Saturday in Long Beach, CA on Amazon Prime Video 
 

Top-Rated Men’s and Women’s Teams Head Back to the Semifinals on Sunday 
 

Decorated AVP Pro Athlete Phil Dalhuasser On Target to Score 100th Career Win with Finals 
Victory  

 
Highlight Videos and Photos from Today’s Match-ups Available Here 

Wilson Cup Brackets 

 
Long Beach, Calif. – July 25 2020 – The U.S. premiere pro beach volleyball organization, the                
AVP, kicked-off competition today in the second cup in the 2020 AVP Champions Cup Series, the                
Wilson Sporting Goods Cup. The best of the beach battled it out for a spot in tomorrow’s semifinals                  
with hard-fought matches featuring competitive play, sharp athleticism and commanding skills. 
 
#1-ranked team and reigning Monster Hydro Cup champions, April Ross and Alix Klineman             
secured their spot in the semifinals after a long day of grueling matches. The #2-ranked Canadian                
team of Sarah Pavan and Melissa Humana-Parades played sharp and poised to earn a spot in                
tomorrow’s semifinals’ round. 
 
Decorated AVP Pro, Phil Dalhausser and his partner Nick Lucena are looking for a repeat of last                 
weekend heading into the semifinals on Sunday. A championship win would score Dalhausser his              
100th career win. #2-ranked men’s team Jake Gibb and Taylor Crabb have also secured a spot in                 
the semifinals and if anyone is going to make Dalhausser work for that milestone, it’s the talented                 
team of Gibb/Crabb. 
 
Each event in the AVP Champions Cup Series will be run separately with a $200,000 purse plus a                  
$100,000 bonus pool up for grabs for the teams with the top finishes. The AVP will be instituting                  
different production elements to give fans the best possible experience at home such as mic’ing               
referees and coaches, along with the player’s box and the action at the net.  
 
The AVP reported zero positive COVID-19 tests for the second week in a row in their efforts to                  
keep the competition site coronavirus-free.  
 
The AVP has partnered with Task Force Lab (TFL), a privately-owned full service, concierge              
COVID-19 testing provider based in Pasadena, Calif. to facilitate the processing of hundreds of              
PCR swab tests on-site each week in an effort to ensure that the competition site stays free of the                   
novel coronavirus.  
 
In addition to weekly testing, mandatory mask wearing by all non-athletes and sanitization stations,              
the AVP has created a “contact-less” competition that will allow athletes to compete without having               
contact with anyone other than those they are matched against. Designated staff members on              
each court will remove the balls after each play, sanitize them, then replace on a stand. Each                 
athlete will then pick-up their own sanitary ball for each play. There will also be separate sanitary                 
areas designated for teams to use as holding pods that are properly distanced from others.  
 
The entire event series is presented by Acer, with Monster Hydro, Wilson Sporting Goods and               
Porsche each title-sponsoring one of the three cups. Additional sponsors include new partnerships             

http://thesocialpresskit.com/avp-media
https://avp.com/brackets/
https://avp.com/


 
with White Claw and Wedbush joining long-standing partners Discovery Channel/Shark Week,           
Kona Brewing Co., KTTape, Rox Volleyball, Corner Bakery, Power Crunch, Frontier and Klenskin.  
 
 

Match Highlights 
 
 

Sarah Sponcil and Kelly Claes grabbed the first main draw win of the Wilson Cup against Kelly 
Kolinske and Emily Stockman in 3 sets. It’s the second time they’ve beaten Kolinske/Stockman 
during the first round matches of the AVP Champions Cup Series. Kolinske had 17 kills with 0 
errors, but she got aced 4 times and had 6 service errors. Sponcil and Claes had 41 kills with only 
5 errors; Sponcil had 3 aces including one to close out the match, 5-11, in the third.  
 
April Ross and Alix Klineman fought-hard for their first-round win against qualifiers Corinne 
Quiggle and Allie Wheeler. The “A-Team” took the first set easily 21-11, but in the second, Team 
“Whiggle” came on strong and jumped to a 16-12 lead. Klineman took a long medical timeout, 
during which she was stretching, squatting, and jumping (knee injury). The “A-Team” lost the 
second set and started off slowly in the third, getting down early, 3-6. It was then that Ross turned 
it on and took over the match. The “A-Team” went on a 4-0 run and dominated through the rest of 
that set. Ross’ energy made its way to Klineman who looked much stronger at the end of the 
match winning 15-10. Ross had 22 kills with 3 errors and 17 digs.  
 
World Champs Sarah Pavan and Melissa Humana-Paredes held on for a win during their first 
match against Traci Callahan and Crissy Jones, despite being down in the second set. Pavan hit 
.594 with 21 kills and 2 errors, 4 terminal blocks, and 4 controlled blocks.  
 
Qualifiers Emily Day and Lauren Fendrick won their first main draw match of 2020 against last 
weekend’s finalists Sara Hughes and Brandie Wilkerson. Day had a solid match with 20 kills and 3 
errors, 12 digs, and 2 aces. Fendrick blocked well with 4 terminal blocks and 3 controlled blocks. 
She also had 4 aces, 2 of which were the last 2 points that sealed the first set for them 27-25.  
 
Phil Dalhausser and Nick Lucena sailed through their first match against qualifiers Ty Loomis 
and Miles Partain. Dalhausser was in full form with 12 kills and 0 errors, 7 terminal blocks, and 3 
controlled blocks. Despite the loss, Loomis is on deck for a hammer award after powering down a 
fiery kill off of a precise jump-set from Partain.  
 
Tri Bourne and Trevor Crabb defeated Casey Patterson and Theo Brunner in 2 sets. Bourne was 
at the top of his game with 17 kills and only 1 error, 4 terminal blocks, and 2 controlled blocks. As a 
team, Bourne and Crabb hit .622.  
 
Jake Gibb and Taylor Crabb handled Ricardo Santos and Miles Evans in their first match of the 
Wilson Cup. Santos and Evans struggled offensively notching only 13 kills with 10 errors as a 
team. Gibb had a clean match with 12 kills and no errors, 2 terminal blocks, and 5 aces.  
 
Chase Budinger and Chaim Schalk defeated John Hyden and Jeremy Casebeer in the first 
round of play. They won the first set 23-21 after having been down 20-21. Then, Budinger/Schalk 
took a commanding lead in the second and froze the score at 20-11. Hyden and Casebeer didn’t 
back down though -- they earned 5 real points in the 21 serve freeze. In the end, Budinger sealed 



 
the deal with a controlled block and kill for the win. Budinger played the lights out, notching 13 kills 
with no errors, 9 digs, 4 terminal blocks, and 6 controlled blocks.  
 
April Ross and Alix Klineman recovered brilliantly in their second match against Sarah Sponcil 
and Kelly Claes to make it to Sunday’s semifinal round. They lost the first set 12-21, and Sponcil 
and Claes looked in-charge hitting .611 and owning the court on defense. Sponcil had 7 digs while 
Claes had 4 terminal blocks. But then it was vetrean April Ross who took over in the second set 
notching 13 kills with 2 errors and 10 digs. In set 3, the “A-Team” hit .571 and limited Sponcil and 
Claes to only 3 digs and zero blocks. Ross put on an outstanding performance yet again today to 
save the “A-Team” and lock-in their spot in the semis.  
 
Kelly Kolisnke and Emily Stockman saved their first set from a wild comebacks qualifiers 
Corrine Quiggle and Allie Wheeler were down 11-17 and finished 19-21. Kolisnke/Stockman 
maintained a comfortable lead the whole set - hitting .484 as a team and netting 19 digs - and took 
the second 21-17.  
 
Brandie Wilkerson and Sara Hughes move on in the contender’s bracket after their 2-set victory 
over Crissy Jone and Traci Callahan. Hughes and Wilkerson both played great games, notching 29 
kills with 6 errors as a team. Hughes garnered 15 digs while Wilkerson had 8 block touches, 4 
terminal and 4 controlled.  
 
Sarah Pavan and Melissa Humana-Paredes secured their semifinals spot after a big win against 
Emily Day and Lauren Fendrick. The Canadians were in control the whole match, winning 21-17 
and 21-14. Pavan had 16 kills with no errors, 3 terminal blocks, 6 controlled blocks, and an ace. 
Both defenders (Humana-Paredes and Day) had 20 kills and 2 aces apiece.  
 
Casey Patterson and Theo Brunner won their contender’s bracket match against Ty Loomis and 
Miles Partain. Brunner and Patterson had 24 kills and 3 errors as a team while Brunner also had 6 
terminal blocks and 4 controlled blocks.  
 
Phil Dalhuasser and Nick Lucena looked strong in their second match against Tri Bourne and 
Trevor Crabb. The Olympians were in control the entire match until the contentious freeze. Crabb 
and Bourne scored 4 real points in the 14-serve freeze and instigated some trash talk from Lucena. 
Unfortunately Bourne’s 10 hitting and 4 service errors added up and they couldn’t pull out the win 
in the end. To be fair, part of the error problem was Dalhausser’s wall at the net- he had 5 terminal 
blocks and 6 controlled.  
 
It was all smiles for Jake Gibb and Taylor Crabb in the last match on court 1 against Chaim 
Schalk and Chase Budinger. They held Chaim to only 3 digs the whole set. Gibb played a 
well-rounded match with 15 kills, 5 digs, 5 terminal blocks, 3 controlled blocks, and an ace. 
Budinger doubled his partner’s digs with 6 digs and also notched 3 terminal blocks and 4 controlled 
blocks.  
 
John Hyden and Jeremy Casebeer closed out the day with their 2-set victory over Ricardo 
Santos and Miles Evans. It got a little dicey there in the freeze as Ricardo and Evans scored 2 
points to make it 19-20, but Casebeer and Hyden closed it down 21-19 to make it to Sunday. 
Casebeer was kill and error heavy, with 25 kills and 12 errors in 42 attempts. That means only 5 of 
his attempts didn’t result in a point -- either for his team or his opponents. But 8 of his errors were 
from the wall, who notched 8 terminal blocks and 2 controlled blocks.  



 
 
 
 
 

### 
 
About the AVP Champions Cup Series 
The three-part cup series will replace the 2020 AVP Pro season as restrictions and regulations               
have banned any fan-attended events for the remainder of the summer. Held over the course of                
three weekends -- July 18-19, 25-26 and August 1-2, the AVP Champions Cup Series will be an                 
eight-team main draw with a 12-team qualification cap. Each event will be run separately with a                
$200,000 purse plus a $100,000 bonus pool up for grabs for the teams with the top finishes. 
 
Amazon Prime Video will offer comprehensive live coverage beginning on July 18th and stream              
matches throughout the entire event series. NBC will present Tri Bourne and Trevor Crab vs.               
Chase Budinger and Chaim Schalk on July 18th (12:30-2 pm PT) and the highly-anticipated              
women’s final on July 19th (1:30-3 pm PT). NBCSN will present one finals match in the second and                  
third weekends, respectively, which will also be simulcast on Amazon Prime Video.  
 
The entire event series is presented by Acer, with Monster Hydro, Wilson Sporting Goods and               
Porsche each title-sponsoring one of the three cups. Additional sponsors include new partnerships             
with White Claw and Wedbush joining long-standing partners Discovery Channel/Shark Week,           
Kona Brewing Co., KTTape, Rox Volleyball, Corner Bakery, Power Crunch, Frontier and Klenskin.  
 
The AVP has partnered with Task Force Lab (TFL), a privately-owned full service, concierge              
COVID-19 testing provider based in Pasadena, Calif. to facilitate the processing of hundreds of              
PCR swab tests on-site each week in an effort to ensure that the competition site stays free of the                   
novel coronavirus. In addition to weekly testing, mandatory mask wearing by all non-athletes and              
sanitization stations, the AVP has created a “contact-less” competition that will allow athletes to              
compete without having contact with anyone other than those they are matched against.             
Designated staff members on each court will remove the balls after each play, sanitize them, then                
replace on a stand. Each athlete will then pick-up their own sanitary ball for each play. There will                  
also be separate sanitary areas designated for teams to use as holding pods that are properly                
distanced from others.  
 
About the AVP 
Powered by some of the most dynamic and elite athletes in the world, the Association of Volleyball                 
Professionals is the premier professional beach volleyball organization and longest-running          
domestic beach volleyball tour in the United States. Founded in 1983, the AVP has produced some                
of the world’s most beloved athletes, providing fans with unparalleled access to nail-biting matches              
on the sand. In 1996, beach volleyball became an official sport of the Olympic Games and the AVP                  
proudly serves as the home court for Team USA’s Olympians.  
 
Owned by Donald Sun and headquartered in southern California, the AVP operates a 3-tiered              
development system. AVPFirst, a 501(3)c youth program, is focused on creating healthy lifestyles             
and a lifelong connection to the sport by offering access to all. AVPNext is a developmental circuit                 
providing athletes the opportunity to develop their skills and earn valuable AVP points to climb the                
rankings towards becoming a pro. The decorated AVP Pro tour is the gold standard in beach                
volleyball, with over 100 pro athletes competing for top prize money in front of over 120 million fans                  
worldwide. Additionally, in an effort to grow the sport and celebrate those who love the game, AVP                 
America leads a grassroots movement across the United States to curate thousands of events and               
matches for fans and players. 
 

http://www.avp.com/
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